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ABSTRACT
We present a new software tool called “MorphAn” that enables easy assessment of sandy coasts. MorphAn provides the possibility
to import data of various formats. The software pays special attention to coastal data provided in the so-called Jarkus format. Data can
be analyzed with a GIS based map view. Simultaneously an overview of the profile development in time or a more detailed picture of
the actual measurements is given. Furthermore, MorphAn includes the possibility to assess coasts for dune safety according the safety
assessment rules VTV2006. The software program gives a graphically presentation of the calculation results of dune erosion according
to the Duros+ and D++ model as well as calculation results of the normative erosion points. MorphAn also provides the possibility to
calculate and visualize the momentary coastline (MKL) and the expected near future coast line position (TKL). The software is freely
available and expected to become open source in 2012.

INTRODUCTION
This short paper will introduce you to a new and freely
available software tool called “MorphAn”. MorphAn enables the
user to assess the safety and beach development of sandy coasts.
In 2008 the Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and the
Environment commissioned Deltares to start the build of a new
software tool. The aim of this software is to support assessment of
dune safety and beach development. Rijkswaterstaat plans to
present MorphAn as its official and supported tool for assessment
of dune safety in The Netherlands. From the start of the project,
one of the main goals has been to release MorphAn as a freely
available, preferably open source, software tool. At this moment,
the beta version of MorphAn is freely available. Release of the
source code is expected at the end of 2012.
Data analysis, Dune safety assessment and coastal development
assessment are the three pillars that form the basis of MorphAn.
This paper will discuss the figures and tools included in MorphAn
to support each of these pillars.

DATA ANALYSES
One of the most important aspects of assessing dune safety or
coastal development is analyzing the data that is used to calculate
a dune crest retreat point after a storm or momentary coastline.
MorphAn offers the ability to import and analyze so-called jarkus
measurements (yearly measurements of coastal profiles). A default
jarkus dataset that includes most yearly measurements of the
Dutch coast between 1965 and 2011 accompanies the software.
Next to that, there is also the possibility to import user defined
datasets or expand the default dataset with additional
measurements.
Once the data is imported, it is possible to specify a list of
locations that is used in all operations throughout the program.
MorphAn ignores all measurements at locations not in that list.

To accommodate a thorough analysis of the imported data
MorphAn provides various types of views that enable the user to
analyze the data at different levels of aggregation and along the
various dimensions in time and space. This section will introduce
you briefly to the types of figures included in MorphAn.

Map overview
The map overview provides a GIS based map that gives a top
view of the measurements in space and time. Figure 1 gives an
example of the jarkus measurements at Texel for 2011. Blue lines
represent the wet parts of the measurements, whereas the sandy
colored lines represent dry measurements. Interpolated profile
parts can be recognized by the tomato red colored lines. MorphAn
also includes a time navigator to control the period that is
presented on the map.
Due to its GIS nature it is easy to expand the map by including
for example shapefiles as is shown by including the Texel district
boundaries and names in Figure 1.

Transect side view
The transect side view (Figure 2) shows a single jarkus
measurement in the local coordinate system (RSP). The side view
distinguishes wet measurements, dry measurements and the
interpolated profile part with the same coloring as the map
overview. Furthermore, the side view interrupts the plotted line
whenever more than 10 meter separates the measured points. This
enables visual assessment of the quality and origin of the jarkus
measurements.

Transects comparison view
With the transects comparison view (Figure 3) it is possible to
compare jarkus measurements in time for one location or in space
for a specific year. This enables the user to look at profile
development of a certain feature in time or space. Each
measurement is now plotted by a single (unique) color. The tool
offers various color scales to customize the image.
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on of the beachh
Figure 4. An examplee of a time stacck representatio
pment at one location.
l
Brownn and blue collors accentuatee
develop
certain
n height regionss of the profile. The blue part clearly
c
shows a
bar tra
aveling offshore.
Fig
gure 1. An exam
mple of a map in
i MorphAn sho
owing an overvview
of the imported jjarkus measureements for Texxel. The map aalso
ntains a layer thhat shows the districts
d
of Texeel according too the
con
Dutch cadastre (http://kadaster.nnl/)

Fig
gure 2. An example of a trannsect side view in MorphAn. The
sidee view shows differences between measureements taken ffrom
land (sandy coloreed line), measuurements taken from
f
a vessel (b
(blue
linee) and interpollated profile paarts that are ussed to connectt the
wett and dry meaasurement whenn assessing thee complete proofile
(tom
mato red line)

Figure 5. An exam
mple of a dififference plot between twoo
n shows the paarts of the pro
ofile that havee
measurrements. Green
accreteed (or have beeen nourished) since the firstt measurement..
The reed parts indica
ate locations w
where the proffile has erodedd
relativee to the first meeasurement.

Figure 6. An examplee of a time histo
tory plot. The colored
c
patchess
b
wass
indicatte the last yearr in which a chhange of the bathymetry
measurred in that partiicular part of thhe profile.
Fig
gure 3. An exaample of a traansect comparison plot in whhich
mea
asurements ovver a certainn period on one location, or
mea
asurements forr one year over
o
multiple locations can be
com
mpared.
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Tim
me stack vieew
The
T time stack vview is anotherr way of lookin
ng at measuremeents
in time
t
at a certaain location. Inn this plot each
h year is plotteed a
certtain distance higher than the
t
previous year.
y
Due to the
hig
ghlighting of sppecific heightss in the profilee, developmentt of
feattures in the prrofile becomes more visible. The time stackk in
Fig
gure 4 for exaample shows thhe movement of breaker baanks
offs
fshore.

Tim
me differencce view
Visualization
V
off the morphologgical change between two yearrs at
a certain location can help the user understand the effect of laarge
chaanges in the baathymetry. The time differencce view (Figuree 5)
sho
ows these differrences as green (accretion) or red
r (erosive) arreas.
Due to its couplinng with a timee navigator dev
velopment of thhese
chaanges in time iis quickly visualized. The exaample in Figurre 6
sho
ows a nourishm
ment just beloow NAP. By holding the saame
refeerence year annd changing thhe year of thee compared jarrkus
measurement the development of the nourishm
ment in time cann be
anaalyzed.

Figure 7. Representattion of the resuult of a dune saffety assessmentt
calcula
ation using Duros+ at Amelaand as included
d in MorphAn..
The fig
gure also inclu
udes the calcul
ulated additiona
al erosion andd
bounda
ary profile.

Tim
me history vview
Time
T
history fiigures (Figure 6) show the deevelopment off the
cross-shore profille at one locattion in time by
y plotting coloored
patches. The coloor represents thhe last year in
n which a chaange
occcurred in that pparticular part of
o the profile. With this tool the
useer gets an idea oof the depth at which
w
the profille actively channges
thro
ough time.

DUN
NE SAFETY
Y ASSESSM
MENT
Dutch
D
dune safe
fety assessment rules (TRDA2
2006) prescribe the
usee of Duros+ fo
for calculating dune erosion at the end off an
extrreme storm eveent. To assess dune safety, du
une erosion duee to
thiss extreme evvent needs to
t be calculated for proofile
measurements oveer a period of fifteen years. To
T incorporate the
d worst result oover
yeaarly variation oof the beach prrofile, the third
these fifteen yearss is considered the
t normative erosion
e
point.
MorphAn
M
incluudes a model too calculate dun
ne erosion with the
Durros+ model andd visualize the results
r
in order to inspect them
m (it
imp
plements Duross+). Figure 7 shows
s
a representation of succh a
calcculation result for an indiviidual measurem
ment at Amelaand.
Nex
xt to the Duros+ model, MorrphAn also imp
plements the D
D++
model (Deltares, 22010).
To
T support deetermination off the normativ
ve erosion pooint,
Mo
orphAn also produces Rt-ddiagrams as described in the
assessment rules (Figure 8). Ann Rt-diagram pllots the calculaated
retrreat points (R) in time (t) forr a certain locaation and identiifies
the third worst poiint as the normaative dune crestt retreat point.
One
O of the addded values of MorphAn
M
with respect
r
to existting
tools is the abilityy to interactiveely display the calculation ressults
on a map as well (Figure 9). This
T
map repreesentation uses the
me feature ass the previouusly discussed
d map overviiew.
sam
Com
mbining the calculation resuults with other data thereforee is
relaatively easy. F
Furthermore, seelection of onee ore more off the
resu
ults on the mapp is synchronized with the rep
presentations off the
calcculated erosionn and the Rt-ddiagram. This makes navigaating
thro
ough the resultss a fun job to doo.
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Figure 8. Visualization of the calculaated retreat (R)) points in time..
ormative retrea
at point is visuualized as a sq
quared symbol..
The no
MorphA
An also distiinguishes betw
ween questiona
able (orange),,
invalid
d (red) and valid (green)) calculation results. Thiss
qualificcation is just a first pointer tto the results that
t
need somee
more exxamination beffore trusting thee result.

Figure 9. Map overview of the calcuulated retreat points.
p
The mapp
pled to a time navigator, whhich allows scrrolling throughh
is coup
time. The
T MorphAn overview also inncludes a layer that shows thee
normattive retreat poin
nts.
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Fig
gure 10. Repressentation of thee calculated momentary coastlline
possition (MKL) ass included in MorphAn.
M
The bllue area visualiz
izes
the volume betw
ween the uppper and loweer boundary ffor
MKL position. The blue dasheed line represeents
determining the M
the MKL position.

Fig
gure 11. Repressentation of the MKL point in time
t
for a locattion
at Ameland.
A
MorpphAn also incluudes the calculated trend of the
MK
KL points by plootting an orangge line. The greeen dot represeents
the predicted coasstline TKL.

pment of the coastline
c
these positions in tim
me at a certainn
develop
location
n are often ussed to calculate
te a trend and determine thee
expecteed coastline po
osition (TKL) iin a future yeaar. Comparisonn
with a reference coasstline (BKL) adds to the decision whether orr
not theere should be nourished
n
at thaat particular location. Figuress
10, 11 and 12 show th
he way MorphA
An represents th
hese calculationn
o contains a reppresentation of the
t trend of thee
results.. Figure 12 also
MKL position and its relation to the TK
KL similar too
nkaarten producced by the Minnistry of Infrastructure and thee
kustlijn
Environ
nment (www.k
kustlijnkaart.nl).. As the ministtry initiated thee
develop
pment of Morp
phAn, it also pplans on assesssing the MKL
L
develop
pment and determining the TK
KL with MorphA
An in future.

FUTU
URE DEVEL
LOPMENT
T
As most
m
users will experience,, MorphAn offers a lot off
potentiial for further development
d
off the supported operations. Att
this moment
m
equippiing MorphAn with the neceessary tools too
assess dune safety acccording to an expected new version of thee
ment rules has a high priority. Next to that, attention
a
is paidd
assessm
to expaansion of the fu
unctionality to calculate beach
h development,,
like in
ncluding a nourishment
n
da
database and a module too
automaatically determ
mine the best period for trend
t
analysis..
Althou
ugh there is no direct couplinng between Mo
orphAn and thee
kustlijn
nkaarten produ
uced by the m
ministry, in futu
ure calculationn
results can be written
n in an output format that caan be used forr
creating these maps.
wever, there are also possibilitiies for adding new
n features too
How
MorphA
An. One can think
t
of includding interfaces to other dunee
erosion
n models like XBeach
X
(Roelvvink et al., 2009
9) or DurosTA
A
(Steetzzel, 1993), but also expaanding the capabilities
c
off
commu
unication with other programss (export of ressults to Googlee
Earth for
f example).

CONCLUSSIONS

Fig
gure 12. Map ovverview of the calculated
c
MKL
L and TKL poinnts.
Thee map also inccludes a layer that expressess the trend of the
MK
KL relative to tthe basic coastlline (BKL) by means of red aand
greeen bars. This llayer looks sim
milar to the presentation of MK
MKL
tren
nds in the kustllijnkaartenboekk published by Rijkswaterstaat
R
t at
ww
ww.kustlijnkaartt.nl

COASTAL DEVELOP
PMENT ASS
SESSMENT
T
Next
N
to dune saafety assessmennt, MorphAn offfers tools to asssess
the development oof the coastlinee. A widely useed indicator forr the
beaach position is tthe momentary coastline positiion (MKL) defi
fined
as the
t volume of sediment betw
ween two elevattion levels diviided
by the difference between thesee two levels. While
W
assessingg the
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In this
t
paper, wee presented a new softwarre tool, calledd
“Morph
hAn” to facilittate analysis an
and assessment of safety andd
develop
pment of sandy
y coasts. The sooftware is freely
y available andd
expecteed to become open source att the end of 2012. MorphAnn
supportts data analysis in various w
ways as well as assessment off
dune saafety according to the Dutch asssessment ruless denoted in thee
TRDA2006 and assessment of the deevelopment of the momentaryy
ne. At this moment, MorrphAn still offers
o
lots off
coastlin
possibiilities for expanding the funcctionality. We would love too
hear all ideas about th
he possibilities to expand MorrphAn in a wayy
we did not think of yeet.
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